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Appreciating Those Who Struggle
When I reflect on my role as a
student activist at NEIU, I often
consider the historical legacy
that has been built before me
over the last four decades. Forty years ago, a group of young
Puerto Rican grew tired of constantly being told that there
was no place for them in their
education. Rather than accept
the lack of resources for Puerto
Rican/Latin@ students and the
irrelevant curriculum, students
at NEIU and UIC founded the
Union for Puerto Rican Students
(UPRS). UPRS gave students the
ability to struggle successfully
for their needs as students in
higher education. Soon after the
founding of UPRS, students at
NEIU founded Que Ondee Sola
(QOS). QOS served as a muchneeded outlet for the students of
UPRS at NEIU and UIC and also
a place to showcase the struggles
and triumphs of the Puerto Rican
community in the Diaspora and
on the island. UPRS and QOS
not only became catalysts for
change but formed a much needed support system for students
who were not well equipped
for the challenges of continuing
their education past high school.
20 years ago members of UPRS
UIC held the first annual

Pa'Lante Conference. Pa'Lante
was a created as a means to
promote a critical dialogue on
themes related to the political,
social, and cultural realities of
the Puerto Rican people in the
Diaspora and on the island. The
conference allows for a discussion between the UIC administration, the UIC students, as well
as other Puerto Rican/Latin@
students on issues that effect the
realities of students and their
communities, such as the incarceration of Oscar Lopez Rivera.
Oscar Lopez Rivera is Puerto
Rican political prisoner Oscar
Lopez Rivera has served 33 years
in prison, convicted of seditious
conspiracy for his commitment
to the independence of Puerto
Rico. He is currently serving a
70-year sentence in Terre Haute,
Indiana. Forty years ago, Oscar
was a student at UIC. Along with
his compafieros, Oscar fought
for better resources for Latin@
students that, over time, became
the Latin American and Latino
Studies Program, Latin American Recruitment and Education
Services (L.A.R.E.S), as well as
the Latin@ Cultural Center. Oscar aided UPRS & QOS at NEIU
in our struggle for Proyecto
Pa'Lante,
the
Latino/Latin

American Studies program,
and the Latin@ Cultural Center.
This year, as we celebrate the
20th Pa'Lante Conference and
the 9th Annual Plantando Semillas, we carry the spirit of Oscar.
His dedication to his community and country inspires my
peers and myself to continue
the history of UPRS and QOS.
The activities that QOS and
UPRS at NEIU and UPRS have
planned for Pa'Lante Conference
and Plantando Semillas are all inspired by Oscar and the campaign
for his liberation. It is important
for us all to understand the history of Puerto Rican/Latin@
students at our campuses and
the history behind events and resauces we partake in every year.
Without historical memory, it becomes easy to take our resources
for granted and not continously struggle for their existence.
QOS and UPRS at NEIU and
UIC are excited to host a week
of Pa'Lante Conference and
Plantando Semillas full of engaging events on the history of Puerto
Rico, student activism, and political prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera.

This edition of Que Ondee Sola is dedicated to
Bertha Alanis de Molina and Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon .
Sigue pa'lante.
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Que Ondee Sola and the
Union for Puerto Rican Students Presents:
9th Annual Plantando Semillas
Plantando Semillas began in
Spring 2005 as an effort to highlight the importance of the
Latin@/Latin American Studies minor (at the time) and to
encourage students to sign up
for it. This was a continuation
of a historical legacy and responsibility by students from
the Union for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS), Que Ondee Sola
(QOS), and ChiMexla to support,
maintain, and publicize LLAS.

Cultural & Resource Center.
Plantando Semillas has continued to be a tool to build a bridge
between the NEIU administration and Latin® students as a way
to move the struggle for retention of Latin@ students together.

Now, as the student body, the
communities and its allies, on
campus and off, have .. . has been
successful in obtaining Latin@/
Latin American Studies major
and minor, as well as a Latin@
As the years continued and the Cultural & Resource Center,
struggle for Latin@ focused re- Plantando Semillas has morphed
sources grew, Plantando Semi- once again. For the past three
llas morphed into a platform to years the QOS & UPRS staff have
discuss the status of Latin@ on successfully hosted thirty plus
NEIU' s campus and publicize students from Roberto Clemente
Latin@-focused programs and Community Academy & Dr. Peresources, as well as bring at- dro Albizu Campos for a shadow
tention to our needs on campus, day. During the shadow days,
including the need for a Latin@ students are able to experience a

day in the life of a NEIU student.
The day is ending with a culminating event featuring artists
and activists from Puerto Rico
and the diaspora. The event is a
stage to continue the discussion
of LLAS, the Latin@ Cultural &
Resource Center, and retention
and hopes to inspire students to
become involved in these struggles when they attend NEIU.
This years Plantando Semillas
will welcome 34 students from
Roberto Clemente Community Academy to NEIU' s campus. The 9 th Annual Plantando
Semillas will culminate with a
discussion on student activism
in Puerto Rico and in the diaspora with student activist and
singer Emmanuel Cruz, QOS editor-in-chief Alyssa Villegas, and
UPRS president Rebecca Rios.

9th Annual Plantando Semillas Schedule!
Join us for a WEEK of engaging events!
Tuesday April 8th : Oscar Lopez Rivera Teach-in
(classes to be announced)
Thursday April 11 th : PRCC-Clemente
College Pipeline Shadow Day - 9:30am-3pm
3-4pm - Culminating event with guest speaker Emanuel Cruz
BBHRm222
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Student Actiuism
in Puerto Rico
and the Diaspora

The Union for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS)
at UIC Presents:

20th Annual Pa'lante Con£ere nee
"We Have Made the Path by Walking, Promoting
Our Culture and Building Bridges to Our
Community"
dents interested in pursuing
higher education. These youth
have an opportunity to participate in the Conference's critical
discussions, which is a dynamic
introduction to university life.

Luis V. Guiterrez supporting Elvira
Arellano and a Halt to Deportations.

For the past 20 years, the Union
for Puerto Rican Students at
UIC has sponsored the annual
Pa' lante Conference which promotes a critical dialogue on
themes related to the political,
social and cultural realities of
the Puerto Rican people- both
those on the island and in the Diaspora. It attracts students, faculty, professionals and activists
from Chicago. In addition to the
hundreds of UIC students that
attend, the Union for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS) welcomes
students from various disciplines and universities, including Northeastern Illinois University, Columbia University, and
the City Colleges of Chicago. The
conference also serves as a bridge
to UIC for local high school stu-

This year's Pa'lante Conference1
will feature panels, speakers and
discussions with a variety of topics including Puerto Rican issues related to student activism,
human rights violations, Puerto
Rican culture, Puerto Rican nationalism and prominent Puerto
Rican leaders that have shaped
the Puerto Rican/Latino presence and persistence in Chicago.
The featured personality of the
Conference will be Congressman
Luis V. Gutierrez, who will read
from his memoir, Still Dreaming: My Journey from the Barrio to
Capitol Hill . This visit is co-sponsored by UPRS and the Chancellor's Lecture and Event Series.
Several cultural presentations
will highlight the Noche de Poeta series. Additionally students
from Roberto Clemente Community Academy and Pedro Albizu
Campos High School will have
l See back cover for schedule

the opportunity to experience
a day in the life of current UIC
students by shadowing them.
The weeklong conference will
also feature lectures and discussions open to the public and
UIC faculty and student body.
This year's Pa'lante Conference
will provide our entire campus
with an exciting opportunity to
further expand our understanding of the intersections between
community, Diaspora, and national identity. Furthermore, it
is our intention to explore the
role of culture and creativity in
the process of Puerto Rican/Latino community-building. This
conference is strengthened by
its deliberately multifaceted and
multidisciplinary approach, as
academics, professionals, and
even community leaders and activists will make presentations.
The 20w Annual Pa'lante will be
dedicated to the memory of two
legendary Puerto Rican figures on
the centennial of their birthdays:
the poet Julia De Burgos and the
nationalist figure Oscar Collazo.
We invite you to join us for another historic Pa'lante Conference.

As the Union for Puerto Rican Students, our mission shall be to create a space where students can
connect and build relationships. We are an organization that is committed to organizing cultural events and activities that encourage people to take a closer look at the history of Puerto
Ricans and the Puerto Rican lived experience.
Our efforts include working actively in Humboldt Park's Paseo Boricua, the heart of the
Puerto Rican community, motivated by the motto, "Live and Help to Live". We are also committed to building solidarity with other student organizations that support our efforts.
UPRS as an organization believes and supports
the right of Puerto Ricans to self-determination.

Pa'Lante Conference Speakers:
Rep. Gutierrez and his wife Soraida have two daughters, Omaira and Jessica, and a grandson, Luisito.

Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez was born in Chicago
on December 10, 1953 and later moved to San Sebastian, Puerto Rico, his parent's birthplace, before returning to Chicago to attend college. He graduated
from Northeastern Illinois University in 1977, where
he had been an active student leader advocating
for Latino student rights on campus, with a degree
in English. He worked as a teacher, social worker,
cab driver, community activist, and city official until his election in 1986 as Alderman from the city's
26th ward. In the Chicago City Council, he led the
fight for affordable housing, tougher ethics rules,
and a law to ban discrimination based on sexual
orientation and was a key lieutenant in Mayor Harold Washington's progressive multi-ethnic coalition.

As the first Latino to be elected to Congress from
the Midwest, Gutierrez sought opportunities to address long-standing needs facing Latinos and immigrants in his diverse Congressional district, which is
home to large and established communities of immigrants from Eastern Europe, Latin America, and
elsewhere. During his first term in office in 1992, he
led the fight to expand citizenship education and
English language proficiency programs for newly arrived immigrants. In Chicago, he has held citizenship workshops offering comprehensive assistance
to prospective citizens that have helped more than
50,000 people take the first steps toward citizenship.
During his long career in Congress Luis Gutierrez has
not only been a major voice for Immigration Rights
but also a major proponent for many other causes including opposition to the North American Free Trade
Agreement, the removal of the U.S. Navy from the
island of Vieques, exposing civil rights violations of
students and workers in Puerto Rico and advocating for the release of Puerto Rican political prisoners.

Pa'Lante Conference Speakers continued ..

Upon graduation, he
received seven medals for his academic
achievements including
being selected as the
best student of Philosophy and best student
of Political Science of
this graduating class .

Jose Emique Ayoroa Santaliz is an
acclaimed Puerto Rican lawyer
and legal scholar and a lifelong
member of the Puerto Rican independence movement. He was born
in the northern town of Puerto
Rico, Isabela, on September 18,
1939. He received his BA in Political Science and Philosophy at the
Catholic University of Puerto Rico
in Ponce. While there he served as
President of the Student Council,
Director of the Newspaper "La
Nao" and President of the Philosophy & Policy Club.

Emanuel Cruz was born on
September 12 1984 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and raised

In 1960 he entered the
Law School at Universidad Catolica de
Puerto Rico. During his three
years of study at the School of
Law, he published 3 books including "Baloncesto en Isabela," which
was selected as the Book of the
Year by the Faculty of Sport Writers in Puerto Rico. He also published a book about Don Pedro
Albizu Campos, which included
four of his unpublished speeches.

eluding the building of a Public
Coliseum in Puerto Rico as well
as leading the efforts to celebrate
the centennial of Dr. Pedro Albizu
Campos from 1991 through 1993.
An effort that resulted in the building of two major parks with statues honoring the memory of Albizu Campos as well as the naming
of various high schools, highways
and roads on the island and in the
United States in honor of Albizu
Campos. He has written many articles in prominent newspapers and
journals as well as authored books
on subjects that include sports, history, philosophy, historical biographies and Puerto Rican politics.
He will be presenting a lecture
on "Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos
and the Nationalist Plan for an
Independent Puerto Rico" on Friday April 11 from 8:00am-9:00am
at the Latino Cultural Center.

He has a long and distinguished
career in civic, political and social campaigns in Puerto Rico in-

in Caguas, Puerto Rico. He
learned how to play the cuatro
and guitar from his grandfather and uncles. His mother,
a poet, inspired him to begin
writing music to go along the
songs he played on the cuatro and guitar. Upon entering the University of Puerto
Rico Rio Piedra, Cruz was
inspired by the political activities on campus and cofounded the group "Atabey",
where he began to fully develop his skills in songwriting.
During his time
he
received
a

at UPRH,
bachelor's

in
Research/Social
Action.
Cruz has participated in a
multitude
of
conferences
around the world, including Venezuela, France, and Germany. He
has worked with various nonprofit organizations to promote
to promote community development through social education
and alternative methodologies
and research/ participatory action.
Currently, Cruz is pursuing a
master's degree in Puerto Rican
& Caribbean Studies. As well as
furthering his education, Cruz is
recording his first album.

Pa'Lante Conference Speakers continued..

gle that culminated in the establishment of programs
for support services and recruitment for Latinos. As
a student leader, he participated in struggles in support of the Iranian, Palestinian, Eritrean, and Mexican
people. He also participated in the founding of the
Puerto Rican Student Union, the precursor for Union
for Puerto Rican Students at UIC. He received his
bachelors from UIC. In 1983, he was arrested along
with 3 others and charged with seditious conspiracy.
For the past 14 years, he has been involved in many
struggles in Puerto Rico including supporting political prisoners, against the U.S. naval presence in Vieques, and in support of student and workers rights.

Political activist Edwin Cortes was born and raised
in Chicago, one of 15 children. In 1973, after a high
school teacher told him that she did not teach Puerto
Rican history because Puerto Rico did not have a history, he became involved in Latinos Unidos, a student
group that called for the establishment of a Latin
American Studies curriculum and cultural programs.
After graduating high school, Edwin entered the University of Illinois in Chicago where he joined a strug-

On Wednesday April 9th (8am-9am) Edwin, will
be reflecting on youth activism and the struggles to build a community-university linkage
in the 1970s that resulted it the creation of Latin
American Recruitment and Education Services
(LARES), the Rafael Cintron Ortiz (Latino Cultural Center-LCB2) and the establishment of LLAS.

Jan Susler, who will address the issue of the violations of
human rights in the Puerto Rican context, and the case
of Oscar Lopez Rivera, is a well-known lawyer, human
rights activist and member of Chicago's Peoples' Law
Office as well as the National Lawyers Guild. For more
than three decades, Jan has distinguished herself as a defender of political prisoners and political dissenters. She
has taught in several law schools and has published articles in prominent journals both in Puerto Rico and the
United States on human rights violations, political repression, and political dissent. She has addressed the UN
Decolonization committee around the case of Puerto Rican political prisoners and the political status of Puerto
Rico. She is presently the International Legal Advisor
to Puerto Rican political prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera.
Lourdes Lugo will co-present with Jan Susler on the theme
of human rights violations in the Puerto Rican context.
Lourdes is a lifelong Chicago community activist and educator. She grew up in Puerto Rico but has spent most of her
life in Chicago. She is a graduate of Northeastern Illinois
University and National Lewis University, where she received a Master's Degree. For many years, she served as
the Director of the Pedro Albizu Campos Youth Connection
Charter School. Lourdes is presently serves on the coordinating body of the National Boricua Human Rights Network,
which has chapters in 10 cities across the United States.
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Oscar L6pez Rivera's Story
Puerto Rican political prisoner
Oscar Lopez Rivera has served
33 years in prison, convicted
of seditious conspiracy for his
commitment to the independence of Puerto Rico, though he
was not accused or convicted
of causing harm or taking a life.
Serving a sentence of 70 years,
he is among the longest held
political prisoners in the history
of Puerto Rico and in the world.
Born in 1943 in San Sebastian,
Puerto Rico, at age 14 Oscar
moved to Chicago as part of "Operation Bootstrap," a mass migration of Puerto Ricans to U.S. cit-

Oscar and compaiieros at U.I. C.

can soldiers with Puerto Rican
flags on their helmets and talking about independence and
self-determination for Puerto
Rico. He began to see that he
had more in common with the
Vietnamese people, fighting for
their own independence and
self-determination, than he had
with the U.S. armed forces. He
was honorably discharged and
was decorated with the Bronze
Star for his courage and valor.
Upon Oscar's return home, he
found the plight of the Puerto Ricans in Chicago in dire
straits: many close friends and

Oscar in Marion Prison.

ies in search of work. He quickly
learned English and helped his
Spanish-speaking
neighbors.
Oscar studied at the University
of Illinois at Chicago. He soon
had to abandon his studies in
order to help support his family.

neighbors had succumbed to
the drug epidemic; the problems of education, housing, unemployment and health had
reached catastrophic levels and
the power structure responded
with negligence and bigotry.

Like many young Puerto Rican
men, he was drafted into the
U.S. Army and sent to Vietnam.
It was there that he began to understand his identity as a Puerto
Rican, seeing other Puerto Ri-

Unwilling to ignore these unjust conditions, Oscar became
a talented community organizer, helping to implement bilingual education, integrate the
universities, offer educational

11(0)

programs in the prisons, found
alternative schools, health and
drug rehabilitation clinics, and
other community institutions
and was part of convincing the
government and utility companies to hire people of color.
In 1981, after his conviction for
seditious conspiracy and sentence of 55 years for being part
of the Armed Forces of National
Liberation, prison authorities began to single him out for more
onerous treatment. In 1986, following a government sting operation, he and others were accused of conspiring to escape

Oscar and compaiiero in Vietnam.

from prison, and he was sentenced to an additional 15 years.
The government used the sting
operation as justification for
placing him in supermax prisons
under torturous conditions of
isolation for more than 12 years,
during which he saw his family
only through a glass barrier, with
no human contact. His granddaughterwasnineyearsold when
he was finally able to hug her for
the first time. When his mother

Oscar Lopez Rivera's Story continued...

died from Alzheimer's, he was
not allowed to attend her funeral.
In prison, the other prisoners affectionately call him "El Viejo"
(old man). He has taught many
of them to read and write, and to
speak English. A self-taught artist, his paintings and drawings
were collected into Not Enough
Space, an exhibit that traveled
throughout the U.S., Puerto Rico,
and Mexico. He now teaches
fellow prisoners to draw and
paint. A voracious reader, he
tries to keep abreast of current

world events. A vegetarian and
exercise enthusiast, he works
hard to maintain his health.
The U.S. Parole Commission recently unjustifiably denied Oscar
parole, ordering that he serve another 15 years behind bars before
he would be considered again for
parole, when he will be 83 years
old. Oscar is now the only one
of his generation still in prison.

alone, there have been countless
acts of solidarity, including statements from Rene Perez of Calle
13 and Ricky Martin.
Write to Oscar at: .
°Oscar Lopez Rivera
87651-024
FCI Terre Haute, PO Box 33
Terre Haute, IN 47808

The campaign for the release of
Oscar Lopez Rivera has gained
wide support in Puerto Rico and
the Diaspora. Over the past year

NYC Postcard Art Exhibition
and Fundraiser for Campaign
to Free Oscar L6pez Rivera
The NBHRN, along with Puerto
Rican artists Miguel Luciano and
Juan Sanchez, are excited to invite artists to participate in postcards4oscar, an art exhibition
and fundraiser for the freedom
of Puerto Rican political prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera, who
has been in prison for over 32
years. We hope that you will consider participating in this important event that will help to raise
awareness for Oscar's release
and we invite you to contribute

to this unique invitational exhibition, and sale of original art.
postcards4oscar is a fundraising
exhibition showcasing artists'
work from throughout the U.S.
and Puerto Rico. Artists will submit 4" x 6" works of art on a postcard that we will provide. The
artwork will be exhibited anonymously (signed on back) and sold
on a first-come, first-served basis
for $50. Only after selecting and
purchasing a piece will a buyer
learn the identity of the artist.

1l1l

Artists may work in any medium
or style and may submit more
than one postcard if so desired.
The exhibition will take place
in New York at the Julia de
Burgos Cultural Center on
May 24th, with an Artist Preview Event on May 23rd.
Final submissions of artwork
must be received by May 12th.
For more info: postcards4oscar@boricuahumanrights.org
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The Offer I Didn't Want
Oscar Lopez Rivera

Oscar and his granddaughter, Karina.

Dear Karina,
Last Monday I turned 71. I
have fully entered a decade in
which we are called "old" but I
feel strong, happy to have been
true to myself. As that famous
Frank Sinatra song goes, "What
is a man? What has he got?"
1

I don't think that at this age it is
worth hiding anything from my
conscience, nor from my people.
Even less from you, my only
grandchild.
I know that a good number of
compatriots are still asking themselves why I did not accept president Bill Clinton's offer in 1999 to
commute my sentence. I am not
unaware that there are people
who have used my action to say
that I deserve to remain in prison.
I have explained it at other times
but I want to leave it for you in
written form: when president
Clinton offered to pardon or
1 January 6, 2014

commute the sentence of some
Puerto Rican political prisoners,
he offered me freedom if I served
ten more years in prison, as long
as I maintained good conduct.
I rejected the offer. I don't want
you to think that I acted lightly. I meditated on it at length. I
thought, in the first place, about
the two of you - my daughter
and you, Karina - and about the
rest of my family, the many dear
people who have died without
seeing me again. I thought about
my country, about the happiness of going home to San Sebastian, the place of my heart's
desire. I also thought about the
small things: the walks I would
be able to take, the food I would
be able to eat, the sea where I
would swim, the sun that would
warm me, and even the sound of
the rainstorms on the island. No
one can imagine how different
the rain can be from one country to the other. I thought about
everything, Karina, I thought
about myself and all the time
I would be a prisoner. I asked
myself if it wasn't egoism that
dominated my conscience. But
at the end, this prevailed: a man,
although imprisoned, should
have the sacred right to choose.
Carlos and Haydee, my dearest compafieros of struggle, had
been excluded from the offer.
Both signified so much in my
life. We had struggled and grown
up together; we had shared so

many sorrows and joys and experienced such great challenges,
that the sole idea of leaving them
behind was intolerable. From
childhood I was taught never
to turn my back on an injustice
and at the end I could not leave
anyone behind. Not in the Vietnam war - I say this with pride
- did I abandon a single comrade. Much less would I have
abandoned Carlos and Haydee.
I have always been reserved and
it is difficult for me to express my
emotions but all of those youthful years of sharing ideas and
dreams created a very strong
bond of indestructible commitment. Their daughter, also named
Clarissa, was born in clandestinity. I looked at that child and it
broke my heart to think about
the uncertainty of her future. So
that when I learned that they had
been captured, I vowed that their
fortune would be mine. If I had
accepted president Clinton's offer, I would have been released in
2009 but every one of those days
of every one of those months of
every one of those years that I
had been in prison, I would have
suffered for accepting an opportunity that had not been given
to them. Haydee had been sentenced to life in prison and everything made me think that Carlos faced a dark future since he
was the only one of us who had
been on the "Most Wanted List."

The Offer I Didn't Want continued ...

Today I assure you that I have
never regretted or resented the
fact that they later accepted freedom on parole. My soul was
full of joy and I rejoiced that
they could go home. From the
solidarity, friendship, and love
that we always had, each one
made the decision that s/he believed to be to the most appropriate. They did what they understood to be the best for their
lives. I also did what I thought
was best for mine. In any case,
one has to respect the decisions

that each of us makes, given a
political moment, life circumstance, or matter of conscience.
I only ask you, Karina, never to
judge the others, nor to discredit anyone for the decisions that
they make in accordance with
their principles. This respect is
the basis of thematurity of human beings and their capacity
to grow, wherever life puts them
- whether inside the prison
or outside of it. In my case, the
decision not to accept that offer let me live in peace. · And

since we all have to die - although I never think about that
- when the time comes, that
decision will let me die in peace.
I embrace you in this new
year and I desire that you fulfill, more than your dreams;
the reality that you are forging through work and study.
In resistance and struggle, your
grandfather,
Oscar Lopez Rivera

Calle 13 Pide en Uruguay Liberaci6n
de Independentista Oscar Lopez Rivera
Barack Obama, demandando
la liberacion de Oscar Lopez
La popular banda Calle 13
demando, en pleno concierto
en Montevideo, la liberacion
de Oscar Lopez, encarcelado en Estados Unidos "por
luchar por la independencia
de Puerto Rico", segun resal to el cantante Rene Perez.
Junta a Ernesto Cabra y sus
musicos, pidio al publico
uruguayo levantar sus teleRene Perez of Calle 13 infront of crowed fonos celulares para que,
in Uraguay.
desde el escenario, se tomara
una fotografia que, junta con
Pidio al publico uruguayo leotras de su gira, presentara
vantar sus telefonos celulares al presidente estadounidense,
para que, desde el escenario, se Barack Obama, demandando
tomara una fotografia que, junta la liberacion de Oscar Lopez. El
con otras de su gira, presentara laureado grupo presento cancioal presidente estadounidense, nes conocidas y tambien nuevas

de su ultimo disco "Multiviral"
en un casi lleno Velodromo Municipal de Montevideo, con capacidad para 15 mil espectadores.
Calle 13 puso a bailar al publico de varias generaciones, que
coreo sus canciones mas conocidas, como entre muchas otras
Un beso de desayuno, Fiesta
de locos, El baile de los pobres,
El aguante y La cumbia de los
aburridos. Residente y Visitante,
junta a su media hermana PG13, cantaron, ademas, Adentro,
Digo lo que pienso, El tango del
pecado, La Perla y Calma Pueblo. Los uruguayos bailar hasta
las ultimas canciones: Muerte
en Hawaii y Latinoamerica.
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The Last Prisoner:

Indiegogo Fundraising Effort for 1st Documentary on
Oscar Lopez Rivera
last film Immigrant vworld. Artists, politicians, faNation! won numer- mous athletes and ordinary peoous awards at film ple went to symbolic prison cells
festivals and aired on May 29, the anniversary of
nationally on PBS. Oscar's incarceration. Five NoThe Last Prisoner bel Peace Prize Laureates have
is a documentary joined the movement for Osthat tells the story car's freedom including Bishop
of the campaign to Desmond Tutu of South Africa.
free Oscar Lopez The film's director, Esau MeleRivera, the longest ndez says, "The time to tell this
held Puerto Rican story is now. This film can be a
Oscar Lopez Rivera sitting in his prison cell.
political prisoner. A tool to help educate people about
decorated
Vietnam some history of the Puerto Rican
Release Date: March 17, 2014
veteran, and former commu- people, Chicago's Latino commuClandestino Films launches
nity
activist in Chicago, Lopez nity and Oscar's story in particucrowdfunding campaign for
Rivera
also fought for Puerto lar. We rarely see these stories."
The Last Prisoner, a film about
Rico's independence and, as a
the fight to win the release of
Oscar Lopez Rivera, the last result, has been incarcerated for For more information contact,
Puerto Rican political prisoner. nearly 33 years for seditious con- Esau Melendez at (773) 510spiracy. Twelve of those years 5001 or email him at esumch@
were
spent in solitary confine- gmail.com for more detailed inClandestino Films launched and
ment,
though Oscar was never formation or visit the campaign
Indiegogo campaign to raises
fund in order to continue pro- convicted of crimes that resulted website: http://bit.ly/lhpNcfL
duction on the feature-length, in deaths or injuries or ever acEsau Melendez
documentary film The Last Pris- cused of any act of violence. Contact Info:
Clandestino
Films
oner. The campaign will run
Chicago, IL.
from March 17 to April 19. Funds During the spring of 2013, on
esumch@gmail.com
the
32nd
anniversary
of
his
inraised through the campaign will
carceration, calls for his freedom
clandestinofilms.com
be u sed to produce a full cut of
rang
out
across
Puerto
Rico,
in
http://bit.ly/lhpNcfL
the film. This is the second fea(773)510-5001
ture-length documentary by the major U.S. cities, and echoed in
various
countries
around
the
Chicago filmmaking group. Their

We are urging everyone to support the fundraising effort by Producer Esau Melendez and together we can make his dream of a documentary on OLR a reality. The
goal is $42,500 and we only have 15 days left. Donate $25 or more and you will receive a complimentary ticket for April 11th honoring the centennial event of Oscar
Collazo to be held at Casa Puertorriquefia at 6pm featuring a musical presentation
by Emanuel Cruz, directly from Puerto Rico.
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OSCAR LOPEZ RIVERA:
There is no blood on ITIY hands
Jose A. Delgado

"I believe in the sanctity of human life. For me it is something
very serious. I was in Vietnam and
I opposed thewarexactly because wars
are so awful." - Oscar Lopez Rivera

WASHINGTON - Oscar Lopez
Rivera is the first to put two
and two together about U.S.
policy and recognize that the opportunity for president Barack
Obama to grant him clemency may be tied to the electoral calendar of that country.
Under his current sentence, Oscar Lopez Rivera must serve at
least nine more years in prison
before he is eligible for release.
In May, he will have served 33
years infederal prison, more than
any other political prisoner in the
history of Puerto Rico, which increases pressure from the Island
and the diaspora for his release.
Talking about the clemency
petition w hich is under consideration in the United States

Department of Justice - although
in theory president Obama could
make a decision without waiting
for that analysis - Lopez Rivera
keeps the flame of hope alive, but
doesn't succumb to false hopes.

venes, he will have to serve at
least another nine years in prison
before he is eligible for release. At
that time, he will be 80 years old
and will have been in prison for
42 years, more than half his life.

Taking into account the harsh
criticism the Congress doled out
to president Bill Clinton when
in August of 1999 he decided to
grant clemency to a dozen Puerto
Rican political prisoners, including Lopez Rivera, many think
that it will be less complicated for
president Obama to make a favorable decision following the November congressional elections,
in which the Democrats will try
to keep control of the Senate and'
hope to recuperate the majority
in the House of Representatives.

Lopez Rivera spoke by telephone
on Wednesday with El Nuevo
Dia, after the Bureau of Prisonsonce again denied a request
for an in-person interview at the
prison in Terre Haute, Indiana.
For this interview, the second
this newspaper has done by
telephone in eight months and
the third in the past eight years,
the Bureau of Prisons also wanted to prohibit the newspaper
from recording the interview.

In 1999, even the then first lady
and U.S. Senate candidate for
New York, Hillary Clinton, criticized her husband's decision.

The Bureau of Prisons didn't
give new reasons for denying the in-person interview, although in 2013 they said the decision was for "security" reasons.

Lopez Rivera is serving a sentence of 70 years after being initially convicted of seditious conspiracy for his ties to the group
Armed Forces of National Liberation (FALN), which waged
a clandestine struggle for the
independence of Puerto Rico
and claimed responsibility for
bombings in the United States.

Last June, the conversation centered in large measure on having been separated from his
family for so many years, his
routine in prison, and how the
discrimination and marginalization of minorities in Chicago
(Illinois) raised his consciousness about the political and colonial situation of Puerto Rico.

Unless President Obama inter-

This time, Lopez Rivera talked

There is No Blood On My Hands continued ...

about the political process that
surrounds his application for
clemency.
He also reexamines his personal decision to renounce armed
struggle and the insistence of
some sectors to try to connect
him to the bombing of Fraunces Tavern, which took place on
January 25, 1975, in New York,
resulting in four deaths at a bar
which used to be a meeting place
for U.S. corporate executives.
He emphatically denies having blood on his hands.

No. I never fall prey to false
optimism. I try to stay calm and
think about what the most appropriate conditions would be.
We have to remember that in
1999, Clinton had already been
re-elected and had a special interest in his wife, and also that
the Democratic Party was in a
very strong position. That contributed a lot to his decision.
Regardless,
Hillary
Clinton rejected the clemency.
I don't think she would have
been elected if the attack
had been directed toward
her. That's how politics are.

Is there any sign of progress
with your clemency petition?

Did you think the decision
would be made last Christmas?

He granted easy, acceptable
pardons that aren't going to
create any controversy like
what Clinton faced with the
clemencies he granted to fundraiser Marc Rich and to us.

Do you see better possibilities for the clemency after the
congressional elections inNovember or the presidential
election in 2016?
Conditions will start improving after the 2014 elections,
if the Clinton pattern continues. That's when it's the
most favorable moment for a
positive decision to be made.

He continues to draw and
is now reading about Franz
Kafka and the Vietnam war.

It's hard to have a clear idea. In
order for a decision to be made,
certain conditions that favor the
president as well as the Democratic Party need to take shape.
We have to be conscious that
when (Bill) Clinton made his
decision in 1999, he was subject
to fierce attack - 95 senators
and 311 congressional representatives censured him. That
has to be somewhat intimidating (for the White House),
even more so given that Eric
Holder (current Attorney General) participated in that process
(as Deputy Attorney General).

saw Obama pardon more
people than he had previously pardoned.

How do you avoid pessimism?
Oscar and his daughter Clarisa.

Do you think about whether
the decision is close or far
away?
The thing I emphasize most is
that we need to strengthen the
campaign to the maximum. That
is what can have influence on
politicians, who are "bean counters" who do what is convenient
for themselves and their party.

In Puerto Rico, however,
there is a certain pessimism
because in December they

I struggle for my homeland.
Strength is in struggle. I can't
allow myself the luxury of falling into illusory optimism or
despair. Struggles are waged
out of love, and my heart is full
of love for the homeland. Every
day I can fill my heart with love
and compassion. I don't allow
hate or fear to darken my path.

To clarify the record, there
are still people who don't understand: why you didn't accept Clinton's clemency offer
of 1999?
The first factor was the condi-
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tions president Clinton imposed
on his offer to me, and the second was that he excluded two of
my compafieros: Haydee Beltran
Torres and Carlos Alberto Torres (since released from prison).
I would have to serve an additional ten years in prison, and
from my own experience in these
'gulags,' I knew there was much
opposition and they would have
made it very difficult, if not impossible, for me to meet the conditions. They have done everything possible to try to ensure
that I don't leave prison alive. I
couldn't violate any prison rule,
and the easiest thing for a jailer
to do is to frame you. For example, when Carlos Alberto already had a date for his parole
hearing, they put him in a cell
where they found four knives in
the area. The person who owned
the knives took responsibility.
Regardless, all those who were
in the cell were held responsible.
They didn't absolve Carlos Alberto. He had to wait two or three
months longer for his parole.

In previous interviews, you
have told me that you no longer see armed struggle as an
option. Why?

I

The world evolves; it has
changed a lot. Different things
are done in a particular moment,
but things aren't permanent.
Puerto Rico has changed a lot,
and the best example we've seen
is the Vieques struggle, where no
independentista committed any
sort of violence, and the goal was
achieved. We also have the exam-

ple of many Latin American
countries, like Uruguay, where
the last two presidents have been
men associated with the Tupamaros, which for the United States
was a terrorist organization.

about him was that he never allowed hate to darken his path.
He didn't negotiate until he was
sure that the conditions were
ripe. He treated his enemies with
compassion, and his friends as
true friends, as could be seen
when he traveled to Cuba in 1991
to thank the Cuban people for
all they had done for his cause.

Mandela renounced armed
struggle in the last stage of
his imprisonment. Has prison m some way influenced
you?

Oscar with his daughter Claris
and granddaughter Karina.

You have said in one of your
letters to your granddaughter
that it was hard to learn about
the death of Nels on Mandela.
A really painful moment. He is
one of the most complete leaders
the world has seen. An example
of a man with a heart full of freedom and justice, a compassionate heart, with a wisdom and a
practice worthy of emulating.

To explain your case outside of the Island, you
could be identified as the
Puerto Rican Mandela. Do
you accept the similarities?
Perhaps because we have been
persecuted and because the governments use the same charge
(of sedition). The best thing

JJJ

I think he saw changes (in his
country) like I see them (in
Puerto Rico). In 1983, he was offered a conditional release (such
as renouncing armed struggle),
which he rejected because the
regime (apartheid) would continue in power without any
change. When they made the
offer the second time, the fascist South African Army had
been defeated in Angola. Its
prestige had fallen, scuttled
by the Angolans and Cubans.
The country was demoralized.

Do you see this as a good moment to return to your coun-

try?
People change. You can tell with
last year's activities (supporting his release), which brought
together people from so many
ideological, religious, generational, sexual and class differences. That is so very important. For
example, doctor Miriam Ramirez
de Ferrer, who condemnedClin-

There is No Blood On My Hands continued...

ton for his decision in 1999, but
who has supported my release.

At Mandela' s funeral, president Obama said that "Mandela showed us the power
of action, the importance of
taking risks for our ideals."
When people heard that in
Puerto Rico, they questioned
why he didn't release you already?
There is a great difference between what is said and what is
done. Obama was (U.S.) senator
(from 2005) and became president in 2008, when the State
Department still had Mandela
and the African National Congress on the terrorist list. The
government of the United States
never apologized to Mandela.

In January, the Puerto Rican
Melissa Mark Viverito was
elected speaker of the New
York City Council. Joseph
Connor, the son of one of
the victims of Fraunces Tavern, Frank Connor, immediately harshly criticized her
for having supported in 2010
"my father's murderer." Is
that insistence in wanting to
connect you with that bombing an organized campaign
against your release or just
the feelings of a son who lost
his father?
I have no doubt that they are the
genuine feelings of a son who
lost his father. But the interest-

ing thing in all of this is
that the FBI has investigated that
case from top to bottom. They
know well that I had nothing to
do with the case. If they had the
slightest evidence, they would
have accused us of the bombing. I understand his pain. I believe in the sanctity of human
life. For me it is something very
serious. I was in Vietnam and I
opposed the war exactly because
wars are so awful. No one can
say I have blood on my hands,
absolutely no one, not the government of the United States, not

Oscar and his sister, Zenaida Lopez.

this young man who lost his father. The evidence is abundant.

Lopez Rivera also revealed
that when the bombing of
Fraunces Tavern took place,
he was in Puerto Rico, where
he spent much of the month
of January 1975.
I arrived in Puerto Rico around
January 9 or 10, 1975, for a
conference of the Hispanic
Commission of the Episcopal
Church. The following day I
was going to go to the activity to celebrate the birth of (Eu-
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genio Maria de) Hostos, but I
had to go pick up people at the
airport,and couldn't make it to
the activity. On the way came the
news about the two compafieros
who died (and a dozen injured,
including a child) in the bombing of the plaza in Mayaguez.
Nobody talks about that. The
conference ended between January 26 and 27. I was in Puerto
Rico during that entire time.

You have expressed your admiration for the Nationalists
who were in prison for at
least a quarter century, above
all Lolita Lebron. You say
that Juan Antonio Corretjer
was the person who most influenced you, but you have a
particular empathy for Oscar
Collazo.
We did everything we could so
that the Nationalists would be
released. When they came out, I
was in clandestinity and couldn't
be near them. But when I got to
prison at Leavenworth (Kansas),
I began to appreciate the 29 years
that Oscar Collazo was held,
which is a Puerto Rican dedicating his life to a struggle which
for us is just and noble. I had the
opportunity to talk with him on
the telephone on three occasions,
for an hour or a little longer. The
conversations were marvelous.
He had a profound love for our
Puerto Ricanness, but also for
justice and freedom. The last time
we talked was when don Juan
Antonio Corretjer died, which
for me was a really, really difficult day. He gave me advice.

There is No Blood On My Hands continued ...

In January, two leaders of the
Puerto Rican Independence
Party visited you - Senator
Maria de Lourdes Santiago
and Secretary General Juan
Dalmau.

it, because it is a problem created by man, and all problems
created by man can be solved.

within the progressive sectors. We need to transcend
sectarianism and turf battles.

Has the colonial economic
system hit bottom?

A really good visit, very welcome. They have a lighter view
of the conditions that exist today. The youth must take the
reins, since they have the time
and energy. They are the first of
a series of visits being organized.

Definitely. Under the current
structure, I don't think the problem can be solved. For there to
be economic development, there
must be an internal market, and
as a colony, they will never permit us to have an internal market.

In three months you will
have served 33 years in prison. Did you think you would
be in prison for such a long
time?

How do you see the island?

Will the crisis be the detonator for a change of the status?

Puerto Rico is living a crisis created by Wall Street and
Washington. As a Puerto Rican I know we can transcend

It gives us the opportunity to
present alternatives that may
be viable, but for that to happen, there must be a change

I calculated that if the Nationalist heroes had been in prison
between 25 and 29 years, that
that's more or less how long
it would be. My calculations
haven't come out like I imagined.

Republished from El Nuevo Dia
February 24, 2014
Original article can be found elnuevodia.com
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Nelson Mandela and Oscar Lopez Rivera:
Let Freedom Reign from
South Africa to Puerto Rico
Howard Jordan

"No one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails."
-Nelson Mandela
" They will never
my spirit or my
I wake up alive
- Oscar Lopez

be able to break
will. Every day
is a blessing."
Rivera (2006)

when informed of Mandela's
passing I paused in a solitary moment of silence. I could not help
but reflect on the importance of
this international figure to the
Puerto Ricans and Latinos of my
generation. During the late '80s
I co-founded Latinos for a Free
South Africa (LFAFSA), an organization committed to organize
Latino support for the freeing of
Mandela and to divest of all U.S.
investments in this racist regime.

On Thursday, December, 5th, the
world began to mourn the passing of the legendary South African revolutionary Nelson Mandela. Mandela, known by his
family name Madiba, the most
recognized figure in the world
had earned the respect and admiration of the global society
because he brought the white
supremacist Apartheid system
to its knees, leading to his emergence as the first Black President
of South Africa. But his victory
would come at an enormous personal cost; he was imprisoned
for twenty-seven years as the Oscar Lopez Rivera mural in Rio Piedras.
Johannesburg government tried
to break his will engaging in all It was with a great source of pride
kinds of physical and psycholog- that I remember my participaical torture. During his time in tion in demonstrations throughprison the cries of millions were out our barrios championing the
heard in the United States as the liberation of Mandela. One such
echoes of "Free Nelson Man- gathering was indeed memoradela" reverberated throughout ble. In 1986 thousands of Latinos
American cities and campuses gathered on 116th street in Manhattan's El Barrio, the Mecca of
As I was returning to East Har- the Puerto Rican community, TO
lem from my professorial duties march up to 125th street where
at Hostos Community College, they joined the mostly African-

American contingent from Central Harlem to Central Park in
one of the largest anti-apartheid
demonstrations in the city's history. What an exhilarating expression of Black-Latino unity
and internationalism at its best.
But, as I mourned the passing of
brother Mandela, I could also not
help but think about what impact
the commemoration of the coming weeks would have on the
case of our beloved Oscar Lopez
Rivera, the Puerto Rican political
prisoner languishing in an American prison for 32 years. Just
weeks earlier Puerto Ricans and
supporters of Oscar had marched
over the Williamsburg Bridge
calling for President Obama to
"Free Oscar Lopez Rivera," generating echoes of what we had
done in the '80s for Mandela.
While Oscar Lopez Rivera's
name does not have the international immediate name recognition of Mandela' s, the parallels
are striking. Both Mandela and
now Oscar Lopez were jailed
for "seditious conspiracy" for
trying to overthrow a colonial
government that was violating
international law and committing "crimes against humanity." Also in their respective eras
Mandela and Oscar were the
longest held political prison-

Nelson Mandela and Oscar Lopez Rivera ... continued ...

ers, receiving disproportionate
sentences though having never
engaged in any act of violence.
Both men were also tortured,
held in solitary confinement,
and had barbaric acts committed
against their persons in prison.
Both freedom fighters garnered
calls for their release from religious leaders, Members of Congress, elected officials and celebrities. Nobel Prize Laureate and
South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu stated that Lopez's
only crime was "conspiring
to free his people from the
shackles of imperial injustice."
Only weeks earlier I had participated at Hostos college, as had
many did throughout the United
States and Puerto Rico, in a mock-

up prison cell where participants
were asked to spend time in a
constructed 6 by 9 prison cell to
express support for Lopez's release. To this day, seventy-yearold Oscar Lopez Rivera remains
in a cell in Terre Haute, in Indiana.
These two lideres are testaments
to the human spirit. Men of enormous humility, courage, and
principle criminalized by the
American government as" terrorist" but willing to take on world
imperial powers for the love of
their nation and people. During
the coming weeks as the world
mourns and commemorates our
beloved brother Mandela many
of us will come to understand
that the struggle of South Africans and Puerto Ricans against
colonialism have been joined

in the persons of Nelson Mandela and Oscar Lopez Rivera.
Out of the pain of two nations
crippled by colonial oppression
these two freedom fighters were
born with indomitable spirits
holding the keys to a transformative liberation. As global leaders
and the world commemorate the
passing of the legendary figure
Nelson Mandela, may progressive American freedom lovers
find room in their hearts to sign
a petition, join a march, write a
letter, call the White House and
ask President Obama to pardon Oscar Lopez Rivera and
grant his immediate release.
The spirit of Mandela lives in Oscar.

Frotn Mandela to Oscar Lopez Rivera
Atnerica' s 0-wn Political Prisoners
Nancy Kurshan

"Oscar Lopez-River has been
accused of seditious conspiracy, conspiracy to free his people from the shackles of injustice. Now is the time for his
immediate and unconditional
release." Nobel Peace Laureate Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Nelson Mandela's death has
elicited a predictable outpouring of accolades. Glowing praise
is now coming from American
politicians as disparate as Newt

Gingrich and Barack Obama. But electrical grid and attempting
this praise comes with the re- to overthrow the government.
casting, perhaps rebranding, of Also excised are references to
the amazing man that was Nel- his many important statements.
son Mandela. The selling of this
image and the stripping of the Here are a few, thanks to Comsubstance are reminiscent of the mon Dreams
whitewashing of Martin Luther
King and Mahatmas Gandhi. "A critical, independent and invesThis selective representation of tigative press is the lifeblood of any
Mandela as a peace-loving saint democracy. The press must be free
erases the fact that Mandela from state interference. It must have
was arrested in 1964 on charges the economic strength to stand up to
of sabotage of South Africa's the blandishments of government
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officials. It must have sufficient independence from vested interests to
be bold and inquiring wivthout fear
or favor. It must enjoy the protection of the constitution, so that it
can protect our rights as citizens."

not natural. It is man-made and it
can be overcome and eradicated by
the actions of human beings. Sometimes it falls on a generation to be
great. YOU can be that great generation. Let your greatness blossom."

"If there is a country that has "We know too well that our freecommitted unspeakable atroci- dom is incomplete without the
ties in the world, it is the Unit- freedom of the Palestinians."
ed States of America. They
don't care for human beings." "No single person can liberate a
country. You can only liberate a
"The current world financial cri- country if you act as a collective."
sis also starkly reminds us that
many of the concepts that guided "If the United States of America
our sense of how the world and its or Britain is having elections, they
affairs are best ordered, have sud- don't ask for observers from Africa
denly been shown to be wanting." or from Asia. But when we have
elections, they want observers."
"Gandhi rejects the Adam Smith notion of human nature as motivated "When a man is denied the right to
by self-interest and brute needs live the life he believes in, he has no
and returns us to our spiritual di- choice but to become an outlaw."
mension with its impulses for nonviolence, justice and equality. He On Gandhi: "From his understandexposes the fallacy of the claim that ing of wealth and poverty came his
everyone can be rich and successful understanding of labor and capiprovided they work hard. He points tal, which led him to the solution
to the millions who work themselves of trusteeship based on the belief
to the bone and still remain hungry." that there is no private ownership
of capital; it is given in trust for
"There is no doubt that the Unit- redistribution and equalization.
ed States now feels that they are Similarly, while recognizing difthe only superpower in the world ferential aptitudes and talents, he
and they can do what they like." holds that these are gifts from God
to be used for the collective good."
"It is said that no one truly knows
a nation until one has been inside The praise-givers do not remind
its jails. A nation should not be us that in 1988 the State Departjudged by how it treats its high- ment referred to Mandela's Afriest citizens, but its lowest ones." can National Conference as a ter"Overcoming poverty is not a task
of charity, it is an act ofjustice. Like
Slavery and Apartheid, poverty is

rorist organization, and in 1989
the ANC was officially placed
on the Defense Department's list
of terrorist organizations with

Mandela designated part of the
leadership. Those who like to
think of the U.S. as a trendsetting nation need to think again.
Believe it or not, Mandela was
not removed from that list until 2004, 14 years after he was
elected President of South Africa.
By obfuscating the real history of
South Africa and Mandela, the
U.S. government takes no responsibility for prolonging Mandela' s
imprisonment or for helping
to sustain apartheid altogether,
and therefore no responsibility
for years of avoidable death and
destruction- avoidable because
apartheid would have collapsed
many years earlier were it not
for the backing of the U.S. government and allies such as Israel.
OLR-Mandela
One reason this phenomenon
is so significant is because the
U.S. government constantly repeats the same egregious policies, continuing to be on the
wrong side of history by refusing to acknowledge true patriots for who they really are.
Instead our government continues to portray them as criminals, or even worse, as terrorists.
An essential case in point is Oscar Lopez-Rivera, a Puerto Rican political prisoner who is imprisoned not in some far away
country but right here on U.S.
soil. Oscar has served more than
32 years in prison. Incarcerated
several years longer than Mandela, Oscar is among the world's
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longest held political prisoners.
What's more, 12 of those years
were at the infamous Marion
penitentiary and then its successor the Administrative Maximum Unit (ADX) in Florence,
Colorado where he was held in
solitary confinement under conditions of severe sensory deprivation, conditions declared by
Amnesty International to violate
the U.N. Standard Rules for the
Minimal Treatment of Prisoners.
Americans need to reject government attempts to demonize
Oscar Lopez-Rivera as a terrorist and investigate who he actually is. The U.S. government
was wrong about Mandela and
they are wrong about Oscar.
Oscar was drafted into the U.S.
army during the Vietnam war.
Most Americans don't know that
as a result of Puerto Rico's colonial status, Puerto Ricans on the
island can not vote in U.S. national elections, are unrepresented in Congress but can serve as
cannon fodder in the U.S. army.
And Oscar did just that. He
was drafted into the U.S. army,
served during the Vietnam war
and was awarded a Bronze Star.
He returned to a Chicago of substandard housing in communities riddled with drugs and
police violence where children
were pushed out of inferior, racist schools. Puerto Ricans were
treated as less than second class
citizens, similar to AfricanAmericans, with racist contempt
and discrimination. In Puerto

Rico there was mass poverty and
unemployment, the exploitation
of resources by American corporations, the forced sterilization
of Puerto Rican women, and the
occupation of much of the land
on the Puerto Rican island of Vieques by the U.S. Navy. All this
and no full American citizenship.
I should reveal that I am not objective when it comes to Oscar. I do
have ties to Oscar's community
in Chicago. I am on the Board of
an alternative Puerto Rican High
school. It is a school that Oscar

Nelson Mandela and Oscar Lopez
Rivera.

founded in 1972 with a handful
of students and has now grown
to 160 students. Oscar loved his
community and was alarmed by
the rate at which Chicago high
school students were leaving the
system. He saw young people
being discarded without concern
by the powers that be. They were
treated like disposable material,
throwaway children pushed out
of the Chicago public schools. So

he did something. He started a
school where students would be
treated like the precious human
beings that they are, a school
that would teach them respect
for the rich and remarkable history and culture of the Puerto
Rico nation that gave them life.
In the early 1980s Oscar was
part of a group of Puerto Rican
independentistas convicted of
seditious conspiracy- conspiring to oppose U.S. authority over
Puerto Rico by force, by membership in the clandestine Fuerzas Armada de Liberacion Nacional (FALN), and of related
charges of weapons possession
and transporting stolen cars
across state lines. All received
disproportionately long sentences. According to attorney Jan
Susler, "Government statistics
evidence that those who commit
non-political criminal offenses
receive far lower sentences than
do independence fighters. For
example, in 1981, the year Oscar was sentenced to 55 years for
seditious conspiracy, the average federal sentence for murder
was 10.3 years. Though he was
not accused or convicted of hurting or killing anyone, his sentence was more than five times
the average sentence for murder." http:/ /peopleslawoffice.
com/ case-of-oscar-lopez-rivera/
Most of Oscar's co-defendants
were granted their freedom by
President Clinton in 1999. The
fact that none of them had been
convicted of hurting or killing
anyone was a factor mentioned
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by the president. Oscar was of- a huge percentage of the popufered his freedom in ten years lation participating. It would
time but rejected the offer because be the equivalent of over 4 milhe did not wish to leave behind lion Americans! Just imagine
his two co-defendants who were the reverberations of 4 million
not included in the offer. Since Americans demonstrating in DC.
then all have been released. Had
he accepted the deal, he would In New York the lead singer of
have been released in 2009. the very popular Grammy and
Since then, when Oscar came up . Latin Grammy award-winning
for parole, parole was denied. band, Calle 13, helped lead a
march across the Williams burg
Many of the ex-political prisoners, upon their release have
become very active in their
communities, contributing to
the forward motion of their
people. They also work tirelessly for the freedom of Oscar.
But it is not only the ex-political prisoners who are involved
in the campaign to free Oscar.
While the U.S. government will
not acknowledge that Oscar is a
true patriot in the spirit of Mandela, the people of Puerto Rico
have no problem understanding.
Although it didn't make the pages of the New York Times or even
the Chicago Tribune (the city
where Oscar spent most of his life
before incarceration), this past
November of 2013, 50,000 people
poured out their hearts, marching in San Juan demanding freedom for Oscar. Across all political
lines, people who disagree about
how to resolve the status issue of
Puerto Rico, nevertheless united
behind the demand for president
Obama to grant Oscar's release.
50,000 people on an island that
holds 3.7 million! There has never been a demonstration in the
U.S. for ANYTHING with such

Anti-aparthid activist Nelson Mandela.

bridge, stating he was proud to
be a part of the campaign and to
join the Puerto Rican people in
calling for justice for Oscar. Also
in November the famous Puerto
Rican singer Ricky Martin called
for the release of Puerto Rican
political prisoner Oscar Lopez
Rivera during the telecast of the
Latin Grammy Awards, joining a long list of other artists
and personalities from Puerto
Rico and around the world.
On 29 May 2013, on the 32nd anniversary of his continuous incarceration, high-ranking politicians, former prison personnel,
singers, actors, Major League
baseball players, and hundreds

of other volunteers participated in mock prison cell events
throughout Puerto Rico, calling
for the release of Lopez Rivera
from the American prison system. A similar event took place
in Chicago with a remarkable
cross-section of community participation. On each of 32 days,
one person spent 24 hours in
a mock cell in solidarity with
Oscar. Interviews with each of
them can be found on You Tube.
http:/ /youtu.be/bSszBhlZmMc
Nobel peace laureates such as
Mairead Corrigan Maguire of
Northern Ireland, Adolfo Perez
Esquivel of Argentina and Guatemalan human rights activist
Rigoberto Manchu have also
called for Oscar's release. Most
relevant at this moment, is Nobel peace laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu, a major voice
in the anti-apartheid movement
of South Africa, and one who
has the history to recognize a
freedom fighter when he sees
one. He has stated that Oscar
has been "accused of seditious
conspiracy, conspiring to free
his people from the shackles
of imperial injustice" and has
called for the immediate and
unconditional release of Oscar.
President Obama has great powers when it comes to granting
pardons. He does not require the
support of the Congress. It is one
of his Presidential prerogatives.
And yet he has been the non-pardon President, using the prerogative far less than even George
W. Bush. We have to hold his feet

From Mandela to Oscar Lopez Rivera ...

to the fire and create a change.
The people of Puerto Rico have
spoken. The Nobel Laureates
have spoken. Let's join them.
I would be remiss if I failed to
mention that there are many
other political prisoners in
the U.S. Indeed, Oscar himself has stated the following:

"The U.S. government categorically denies it has political prisoners
in its gulags. It does it primarily to
cover up the nefarious, barbaric and
even criminal acts and practices
it carries out against us and other
regular prisoners, and to do it with
impunity. It uses the denial as its
license to violate our most basic human rights
by subjecting us
to isolation and sensory deprivation
regimens that are nothing less than

cruel and unusual punishment. It President Obama has missed a
uses it to hoodwink its own citizens great opportunity to honor Nelto believe that it doesn't criminalize son Mandela by releasing politidissenters or opponents of its wars cal prisoners incarcerated in U.S.
and other imperialistic practices. prisons. This is not the place to
It does it to perpetuate the lie that describe them all, but let me at
it is the ultimate
defender least mention a few, although far
of freedom, justice, democracy and from a complete list of names.
human rights in the world. And it The reader can independently
uses it at times to further criminal- explore their situations: Sunize the political prisoners and/or our diata Acoli, Herman Bell, Bill
families and to disconnect us from Dunne, David Gilbert, Jeremy
our families, communities, support- Hammond, Robert Seth Hayes,
ers and the just and noble causes we Gerardo Hernandez, Mumia
served and try to continue serving." Abu Jamal, Chelsea Manning,
Thomas Manning, Marie Mason,
-Oscar Lopez Rivera, State- Jalil Muntaqim, Sekou Odinga,
ment to the American Stud- Leonard Peltier, Mutulu Shakur,
ies
Association
conference Lynn Stewart, etc., etc., etc.
in
Puerto
Rico,October
29, 2012, in Puerto Rico. Yes, Virginia, there are political prisoners in the U.S.

Puertorriquefios piden en Madrid
la libertad de Oscar Lopez Rivera
Madrid- Una decena de puertorriquefios reclamaron hoy
ante la Embajada de EEUU en
Madrid la excarcelacion de oscar Lopez, preso en carceles
estadounidenses desde hace
32 afios por conspiracion sediciosa en su aspiracion de que
Puerto Rico sea independiente.
El objetivo de los asistentes
era denunciar "la violacion
de Derechos Humanos" que
consideran que se esta cometiendo con el puertorriquefio
y unirse "al reclamo internacional" por su excarcelacion, dijo
a EFE una de las portavoces

del grupo, Melissa Solorzano.
Oscar Lopez fue condenado en 1981 a una pena de
55 afios de ca.reel, a los que
afiadieron otros quince mas
en 1987 por intento de fuga.
La concentracion de hoy en
Madrid, organizada por el Comite 33 Dias, forma parte de
una serie de actos que se llevan
realizando desde el pasado 28
de febrero, en colaboraci6n con
los grupos puertorriquefios Comite Pro Derechos Humanos
de Puerto Rico y 32 x Oscar.

Durante un mes este comite organizara en varias ciudades
espafiolas conferencias, recogidas de firmas y concentraciones para "tratar de dar herramientas a la poblacion" y que
se puedan unir a la peticion de
libertad de Lopez, sefialo otro
de los portavoces, Gibran Cruz.
La concentracion de hoy se desarrollo sin incidentes frente a la sede
diplomatica
estadounidense.
El proximo mes de mayo se
cumpliran 33 afios del encarcelamiento de Oscar Lopez.
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33 Hombres Negros por Oscar
en Aguadilla
Carlos Delgado Lasalle

denas, lanzando un grito estruendoso de jLibertad, Libertad,
Libertad! y lanzaran las cadenas
al "zafacon de la historia" un zafacon previsto que par las cuatra
lados tenia el mismo mensaje.
Los manifestantes contestaran
jLibertad, igualdad, Justicia,
Dignidad! mientras Tati Quinones, lanzaba las 33 palomas al
aire. La manifestacion fue silente,
Members of 33 Hombres Negros por
todo el tiempo, solo al final hubo
Oscar.
las gritos contenidos en las con33 HNO se celebro el pasado do- signas. Luego el grupo "Bomba
mingo 23 de marzo en la Plaza de Pa' Ti" se quedo con el canto.
Aguadilla, y simultaneamente en La actividad comenzo con las
plazas de Humacao, Loiza, May- manifestantes divididos en cuaguez, San Juan y Ponce. Dona atra columnas, desde las cuatra
Mercedes Lopez Rivera, herma- puntos cardinales, formando
na de Oscar, dirigio un bello y una cruz. Mientras Raymond
emotivo mensaje a nombre de su Gomez, mantenedor, presenhermano, agradecio la actividad taba la actividad, y el Rev. Cea nombre suyo, de Oscar y su fa- sar Gonzalez Grajales, ministra
milia y exhorto a continuar la lu- pratestante, hacia la invocacion.
cha par la excarcelacion de Oscar. La iglesia Catolica sono las 33
campanazos, previamente, el
De momenta desde la esquina Padre Delray Thomas Scott, en
de la Farmacia Ferrari, un negra su homilia habia exhortado a
grande, muy grande, de 6' 6" para las feligreses a solidarizarse con
ser exactos, entro a la plaza, am- la actividad y la excarcelacion
arrado con cadenas en sus manos de Oscar Lopez. Conjuntamente
y una cadena triple que le cubria con las campanadas, comenzo, la
su frente y parte de su cabeza. A marcha circular, la columna de la
cada paso de Angel Carlos Par- derecha comenzo a marchar conrilla, que es coma se llama, las trario a las manecillas del reloj,
barriles sonaran en mensaje de mientras las restantes tres columllora, el negra circunvalo el inte- nas, marcharan hacia el frente,
rior del circulo de las manifestan- siguiendo la ruta de la primera
tes, acompanado de dos jovenes columna hasta formar un circulo.
que tenian sus manos amarradas.
Se detuvieran en el centra de la El Hon. Alcalde Carlos Mendez
plaza, donde en un gesto veloz dio la bienvenida y en su mensay sincranizado, soltaran sus ca- je exhorto a las presentes a luchar

par sus derechos. Entre mensaje
y mensaje un bombazo. Carlos J.
Delgado Hernandez, leyo la carta dirigida al Presidente Obama
y exhorto a que todos la firmaran. Luego el senor Edwin Matos
Cardona, asambleista Municipal
y gloria del deporte aguadillano
(500 hits en la FBSAAPR) leyo la
praclama, aprabada par unanimidad por la Asamblea. El joven
obrera de AEE, Javier Nieves Pellot, tuvo a su cargo la lectura del
mensaje central, el cual se leyo
en las seis actividades. Mientras
en cada pausa se hacia el culto a
nuestro ancestros, " Reclamamos
presencia y guia" y se leian las
nombres de negras destacados,
ya muertos, en todas las areas
del diario vivir. "Celebramos
vida eficiente" se leyo las nombres de las vivas destacados, en
todas las aereas, la cultura, creacion, arte, politica, deportes.
El Padre Delray se integro, dio un
mensaje a las alli presentes y pracedio a firmar la carta que se le
entregara al Presidente Obama.
Igual hizo el representante par
Aguadilla- Moca Armando Franco, de quien hay que resaltar que
marcho con su camiseta y su pancarta durante toda la actividad.
El mensaje de bendicion final,
estuvo a cargo del diacono Herminia (Pucho) Blas. Lo demas,
bomba par un tuba y siete llaves.

Reprinted from Claridad.
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Que Ondee Sola Rem_em_bers Puerto Rican
Intellectual, Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon
Jose E. Lopez
Puerto Rico a free homeland.
He dedicated the past 35 years
to freeing Puerto Rican political prisoners- he masterminded
the campaign that excarcerated
more than a dozen of them in
1999, and continued this quest,
until his final hours, to see my
beloved brother: Oscar Lopez
Rivera, free in "nuestra Patria."
Puerto Rican intellectual, Dr. Luis
Nieves Falcon.

It is with a sad heart, and the
most profound emotions that I
share my personal condolences,
and that of my entire family, as
well as that of the National Boricua Human Rights Network
and the Puerto Rican Cultural
Center Juan Antonio Corretjer, on
the physical loss of one of Puerto
Rico's towering intellectual figures- Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon.
Nieves Falcon was not only
a teacher of teachers, a psychologist to psychologists, a
lawyer to lawyers, and a sociologist to sociologists; he was,
indeed, an organic intellectual.
Nieves Falcon's life was totally
committed to the struggle for
the independence of Puerto
Rico, and, particularly, in defense of those who suffered persecution in their quest to make

novative ideas about curriculum and overall educational
praxis that would make Clemente High School a model
to be emulated in the 1990s.

Everywhere Nieves Falcon lived,
he left an indelible mark. He was
a world traveler, visiting almost
every continent. In each, Nieves
Falcon left a part of himself.
He invested a great deal of his
time and efforts in the empowerment of the Puerto Rican Diaspora.
In Philadelpvhia, in 1999, he
helped to arvticulate the vision that would ultimately free
the Puerto Rican political prisoners through Ofensiva '92.
In New York, he pioneered many
of the struggles that would improve the quality of life of Puerto
Ricans whether in the Bronx or
El Barrio or in organizing tribunals around human rights violations and political prisoners.
In Chicago, he lived among us
in the community, shaping and
creating some of the most in-

Ex-political prisoner Rafael Cancel Miranda speaking at Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon's wake.

We fondly remember his last visit to Chicago in April 2013 where
he made three major speeches,
and even sang, with his melodic
voice, a song for Oscar's freedom.
Nieves Falcon, you will always
be our Quixote confronting the
windmills of oppression and our
Cimarron building a community
of resistance, hope and change.
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33 Mujeres NYC x Oscar Launches Monthly
Campaign in Honor of Oscar Lopez Rivera
The group will
be
holding
monthly
rallies throughout
NYC for 33 minutes on the last
Sunday of every
month from 4:00
- 4:33pm to signify the 33 years
that Oscar Lopez
Rivera has been
imprisoned in
33 Mujers NYC x Oscar 1st rally in honor of
federal
peniOscar Lopez Rivera.
tentiaries, and
33 Mujeres NYC x Oscar, a newly will continue to hold monthly
formed group of women from rallies until he is released. The
New York City, held its inaugural rallies will coincide with the 32
rally on March 30, 2014, on the x Oscar monthly rally that will
corner of 106th Street and Lex- occur at the same date and time
ington Avenue in East Harlem in San Juan, Puerto Rico which
from 4:00 - 4:33pm to demand the are organized and held by 32
freedom of Puerto Rican politi- women who initiated these pubcal prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera. lic rallies last year to mark Oscar's 32nd year of imprisonment.

The campaigns are dedicated
to championing the freedom of
Oscar Lopez Rivera, a 71-year
old Vietnam veteran who begins his 33rd year of imprisonment in May. Oscar was charged
with the mental crime of seditious conspiracy - the same as
former South African President
and anti-apartheid leader Nelson Mandela - for fighting for
the independence of Puerto Rico.
He has never been accused nor
convicted of committing a violent act or causing harm or death
to anyone. Oscar is the longest
held Puerto Rican political prisoner in the history of the nation's
independence movement. Activists, singers, politicians, actors,
students, religious leaders and
lawyers the world over have
called for his release and clemency by President Barack Obama.

Join us at NEIU & UIC for an
Oscar Lopez Rivera Teach-in!
Que Ondee Sola and the Union for Puerto Rican Students at NEIU and UIC are hosting a teachin at NEIU and UIC on April 8 th !
Our goal is to educate our peers on the campaign to
free Puerto Rican political prisoner, Oscar Lopez Rivera
Professors Hosting Teach-in at NEID

Frank Gaytan
Professors Hosting Teach-in at UIC

Nilda Flores
Complete schedule for teach-in can be found athttp://boricuahumanrights.org/
~
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Que Ondee Sola Bids Farewell to UIC Alumni and
Bilingual Education Activist Bertha Alanis de Molina

Collage of Bertha Alanis de Molina and family over the years.

On Friday, March 21 over one
hundred people gathered to pay
their respects to Bertha Molina de
Alanis, bilingual teacher pioneer
educational in Chicago's Pilsen
community for over a quarter of
a century, and mother of Berta
McCanna and Alejandro Luis
Molin a, PRCC Board Secretary.

at about 6:30pm. Bertha, who
had suffered over a year and a
half from ALS, more popularly
known as Lou Gehrig's disease,
was surely present as Alejandro told a short story about the
values he and his sister Bertha
grew up with as a result of being so loved by their parents.

Against the backdrop of a large
poster collage depicting her
over the last 60 years and set
off by two books produced
by the Molina family of her
life on each side of her coffin.

Alejandro thanked everyone for
coming and for their condolences- over 200 messages, emails,
texts, voicemails from across
the US, Puerto Rico and Mexico were received by the family.
Those present included leaders
of Chicago's not-for-profit com-

The impromptu program began

munity such as Barbara Popovic
from CAN- TV, Jaime Delgado
from the Diabetes Empowerment Center, Linda Hannah,
President of the Board of Directors of Youth Connection Charter
School as well as Sheila Venson,
Executive Director and her leadership staff. Jose E. Lopez and
Militza M. Pagan, Executive Director and Deputy Director of the
PRCC were present. Marvin Garcia and Michelle Morales from
the Alternative Schools Network
were present as was Jose Luis
Rodriguez. Former Puerto Rican
political prisoners were present
in force: Ricardo Jimenez, Edwin

Que Ondee Sola Bids Farewell ... continued ...

Alejandro Molina, son of Bertha Alanis
de Molina, sharing memories of his late
mother.

Cortes, and Luis and Felix Rosa.
Jan Susler, Oscar Lopez Rivera's
attorney and Clarisa Lopez, his
daughter were also present. Dozens of friends and family, including Bertha's siblings and nieces
from Mexico were also present.

for young Mexicans/Latinos in
the early 70s. Jose E. Lopez also
paid tribute to Bertha by speaking of her legacy- her love for her
community and for social justice
that her children and nephews
and grandchildren inherited.

A warm and wonderful tribute
by Ada Lopez ensued. Ada, one
of the many teachers that Bertha
mentored, spoke glowingly of her
love and respect for Bertha and
called her a hero when they were
very few heroes and role models

Que Ondee Sola sends our condolences to the Molina family. We thank everyone who
has been supportive to the
family during this hard time.
Bertha will be greatly missed.

Congratulations to the
PRCC-Clemente College Pipeline!
Due to the hard work of College Pipeline Mentors, Maria Borrero, UIC Mentor, Matt McCanna, Columbia
College Mentor and Rebecca Rios and Alyssa Villegas, our Northeastern Illinois University Mentors, 32
students have been accepted into college!
The following 8 students have been accepted into University of Illinois at Chicago:

Amanda Marciano Jessica Robinson
Miguel Luz Jasmine Gonzalez
Felipe Crespo Anthony Justinano
Giovanni Islas Angel Davila
The following 8 students have been accepted to Columbia College Chicago:

Destiny Ares Brandon Gonzalez
Shavone Matthews Beatris Osorio
Alexis Burgos Sormaris Burgos
Argenis Hernandez Jakoby Lopez
The following 8 students have been accepted to Northeastern Illinois University:

Alina Santana Angel Davlla
Gina Vega Luis Susana
Jovani Salgado Marisol Ortiz
Alexandria Sada Arsenio Arrington
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Community Leaders and Clergy Attend Luncheon
Showcasing Roberto Clemente Community
Academy's Achievements
active service and global citizenship, which shape teaching and
learning at Clemente during the
school's first year of IB candidacy.

RCCA principal Marcey Sorensen presenting RCCA's achievements.

On Friday, March 7th, over 60
community leaders and clergy
members gathered at Roberto
Clemente Community Academy (RCCA) to learn about
the school's recent transformation and place within a larger
education framework for the
Humboldt Park community. A
three-course lunch was prepared
and served by Culinary Arts students, and Pastor Wilfredo "Chaco" Dejesus of New Life Covenant Church opened the meal in
prayer. During lunch, Clemente
Principal Marcey Sorensen presented information on the current status of Clemente, focusing on the improved attendance
rate, current 99% freshman ontrack rate, recent ACT scores,
and 100% college acceptance
last year. She also articulated
components of the International
Baccalaureate program, such as

In addition, community members learned about the academic pathways available to meet
the diverse needs of Humboldt
Park's youth. From the intensive IB Diploma Programme to
3-year CTE courses in Culinary
Arts, Broadcast Technology, and
Allied Health, Clemente helps
students pursue various college
and career goals. For those interested in both advanced academics and early career training,
the IB Career-related Certificate
is an additional option, melding components of both IB Diploma and CTE coursework.

group and articulated the education framework promoted under the Community as a Campus initiative. He shared the
vision for networking schools
in the community to provide
coherent educational pathways
from pre-K through college.
Work is already underway to
ensure instructional alignment
and student support from local
grammar schools, such as Moos
Elementary, to Clemente, to
post-secondary opportunities at
Northeastern Illinois University.

Feedback from attendees was
positive, and many community
leaders expressed an interest
in promoting Clemente as a viable educational option in the
community. Leaders such as
Jose Sanchez, CEO of Norwegian Hospital, Joy Aruguete,
Executive Director of Bickerdike Redevelopment Corp, Paul
Roldan, CEO of Hispanic Housing Corp. and State Representative Cynthia Soto made commitments to partnering. Principal
Sorensen and Dr. Lopez, as well
as the larger school community, expressed their sincere
thanks to attendees for their
PRCC Executive Director, Dr. Jose E.
open-mindedness in learning
Lopez presenting on Community as a
about the school's growth, and
Campus Initiative.
for their future efforts as advoDr. Jose E. Lopez, Executive Di- cates for Clemente and the Comrector of the Puerto Rican Cul- munity as a Campus initiative.
tural Center, also addressed the

Pa 'lante 2014 ded icated to the 100th Anniversary of the Birthdate of Oscar Collazo (1 914-2014)

Union for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS)
presents

20th Anniversary Pa'Lante Conference
"We Have Made the Path by Walking
Promoting Our Culture and Building Bridges to Our Community"
MONDAY, APRIL 7, 2014
8:00-9:00am: Human Rights activist Lourdes Lugo and Attorney Jan Susler will
discuss the issue of Political Prisoners and Human Rights in the Puerto Rican context: " The

Case of Oscar Lopez Rivera".
3:30-4:30pm : Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez will read from his memoir,
"Still Dreaming: From the Barrio to Capitol Hill' , from both his English and Spanish
editions. Books available through the UIC bookstore. This event will be held at SCE,
East Terrace.
~lm'il~ TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 2014
9:00-10:00am: Panel Discussion with past UPRS presidents, including Melissa
Rosa, Elijah Gonzalez, Judith Diaz, with current UPRS Board members. With Xavier Luis
Burgos, PhD Candidate, School of Education . The discussion will focus on the past 20 years
of Puerto Rican student activism at UIC.
ALL-DAY: Teach-in on the Case of Oscar Lopez Rivera
. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 2014
8:00-9:00am: Community activist and ex-political prisoner Edwin Cortes, will be
reflect on youth activism and the struggles to build a community -university linkage in the
1970s that resu lted it the creation of Latin American Recruitment and Education Services
(LARES) , the Rafael Cintron Ortiz (Latino Cultural Center-LCB2) and the establishment of L

AST.
THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 2014:
12noon-7:30pm SHADOW DAY with Roberto Clemente Community Academy and
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto Rican High School seniors
5:30-7:30PM , NOCHE DE POETAS : Featuring rapper Pinqy Rinq (UIC Alumni
Marisol Velez) , as well as singer and musician Emanuel Cruz (directly from Puerto
Rico) . This event is in collaboration LCC, MeSA, SJP, and SAFHER.
APRIL 11 , 2014 FRIDAY, 8:00-9:00am: Jose Enrique Ayoroa Santaliz, prominent
Puerto Rican lawyer and historian will dicuss: "Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos and the Nationalist
plan for an independent Puerto Rico".

For more info, please contact UPRS at uprsatuic@gmail.com
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The statements, opinions, and Ideas conveyed In this program do not necessarily express the position of the University of Illinois at Chicago.

All events at the Latino Cultural Center (LC-B2)

